**Pro-choice activists hold rally on Pentacrest**

Iowa City Mayor Nathan Swisher asked the names of two slain black women and a young girl in what he called a "war on women and children on our streets." Swisher, who is black, said the incident was not an isolated crime, but rather part of a larger pattern of violence against women in the city.

**Abortion ruling brings varied local reactions**

Awhelming majority of the state's 99 counties have reported more than 50% of their cases to be pro-choice. In some cases, the ruling was met with celebration, while in others, there was concern about the implications it could have on the rights of women and families. The ruling also sparked debates about the future of abortion services in the state, with some calling for increased access and others advocating for stricter regulations.

**Reagan thrown from horse, suffers only minor injuries**

President Reagan was thrown from his horse during a ride at a ranch in New Mexico on May 20, 1981. He was taken to a hospital and suffered only minor injuries, including a broken collarbone and several bruises. Reagan's secretary, Ron Ziegler, said the president would be flown to Washington, D.C., for further tests.

**Activities fester as interest in abortion grows**

The ruling has sparked a new wave of protests, with pro-life activists and liberal politicians both responding. On one hand, many pro-life groups have expressed concern about the ruling, while on the other hand, abortion rights advocates have welcomed it as a victory for women's rights. The ruling has also raised questions about the future of abortion law in the United States.
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Iowa City Police to enforce moped law

Department will begin dog recruiting to find out if they had liquor in car that cost them $155.00.

But the law is effective on July 11.

Ultimate professor discourse solidification study

The legislation, which requires that all moped riders have a helmet, started in 1983 and was adopted.

Michael Stewart Monday

Inn-put (AP) - Iowa

The president of the University of Iowa, who has been diagnosed with glioblastoma, a type of brain cancer, has begun treatment for the disease.

Schwarm dismissed those worries, according to Campus Security.

James Eddy, 36, was charged


december 1st. A

The University Symphony Orchestra

Thelma Tidman, conductor

Program

- Mozart: Overture to "The Magic Flute"

Haydn: Symphony No. 103 ("Drumroll")

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 3 ("Emperor")

Friday, July 7, 1989 at 8:00 pm

Hander Auditorium; No admission required.

POLICE

James Cahey

A man was charged by Iowa City police following a single-event collision and possession of firearms after allegedly shooting himself in the abdomen.

The University of Iowa

James Dixon, conductor

The University Symphony Orchestra

U.S. News & World Report: A new study has shown that the University of Iowa is one of the top 10 universities in the nation for research.

The University Symphony Orchestra is an ensemble of professional musicians from the University of Iowa, who perform a wide range of classical and contemporary music.

The University Symphony Orchestra is directed by James Dixon, who has been with the orchestra for over 20 years.

The University Symphony Orchestra is available for performance at a variety of venues throughout the United States and internationally.

The University Symphony Orchestra is a member of the American Symphony Orchestra League (ASOL), which is the national organization of professional symphony orchestras in the United States.

The University Symphony Orchestra is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, and all contributions are tax-deductible.

The University Symphony Orchestra is dedicated to the preservation and advancement of music, and to the education and enrichment of audiences throughout the world.

The University Symphony Orchestra is proud to have performed with many of the world's most celebrated musicians, including Placido Domingo, Yo-Yo Ma, and Itzhak Perlman.

The University Symphony Orchestra is committed to providing high-quality performances at an affordable price, and is dedicated to making music accessible to all.

The University Symphony Orchestra is available for performance by contacting the office at 319-337-5131 or by visiting the website at http://www.iowasymphony.org.
Metro/Iowa

2 UI professors research treatments for eye diseases after receiving grant

Jill Mathews

May 16

The development of new drugs is impossible to stop because of new diseases developing and the need for better treatments, said Robert Wiley, dean of the College of Pharmacy and a researcher for the UI College of Medicine. He and his colleagues were awarded a $1.5 million grant from the National Eye Institute, a New York City-based agency.

Robert Wiley and Charles Angelini were recently named a 

"It's a new area of research, which we know is not fully understood. People still don't know the disease," said Wiley.

Wiley and Angelini are preparing new drugs to fight eye diseases.

"We're working right along with Alzheimer's and Parkinson's and the drugs have been awarded to the UI College of Pharmacy researchers," said Wiley.

"We're excited," said Robert Wiley, "because the funding company has made it possible for those who want to study new techniques through this grant."

"We have no time for any differences between my research and teaching," said Wiley.

"These drugs will be developed for the treatment of macular degeneration."

"After the drugs are developed, the UI will sell options for the new drugs, but it will be Angelini Pharmaceuticals who will sell the drugs, in this case one that is being tested," said Wiley.

"We don't make it up other days," said Wiley. "I expect new options for the new drugs."

"The drugs will be developed for the treatment of macular degeneration."
Ominous decision

The U.S. Supreme Court recently held that the First Amendment right of free speech is not absolute and that government can restrict speech that it considers likely to incite imminent violence. The decision in Virginia v. Puller, a case involving a speech that was deemed offensive and inflammatory, has raised concerns among legal experts and scholars about the potential for such restrictions to undermine the First Amendment's protections for free speech.

Sudden threat

Like a giant swarm of killer bees, Gang members from Los Angeles and Chicago have surfaced in the Midwest. The most threatening of these, the Imani Temple, has been closely monitored and whose advent has been predicted for some time. It is a very effective birth control device that is especially useful in the classical tradition of the Roman Catholic Church, which has been able to withstand and incorporate the ability to weaken the Church's orthodoxy.

Letters

Birth control facts missing

By Editor

Birth control facts are missing from the latest edition of the Catholic Encyclopedia. Although it is a well-known source of information, the encyclopedia only mentions the use of condoms and diaphragms. It is important to provide accurate and comprehensive information on all methods of contraception, as many people rely on this resource for guidance.

Cultural schism

It wasn't always this way. But today, it seems that the Catholic Church is no longer the same institution it once was. The recent controversy surrounding the ordination of women and the acceptance of same-sex marriage has created a cultural schism within the Church. This division has caused many to question their faith and the Church's authority.

Contribute to the Church

By Editor

In light of the ongoing financial crisis, it is important to consider ways in which individuals can contribute to the Church. While financial donations are certainly welcome, there are also other ways to support the Church, such as volunteering time and resources or participating in community service projects.

Naive and dangerous

By Editor

The recent decision by the Supreme Court in the case of Roe v. Wade has been met with widespread criticism. Many believe that the Court's ruling is a naive and dangerous step that undermines the rights of women and the integrity of the legal system.
Soybean fuel only economical if energy crisis is experienced

PROVIDA, ILL. (AP) — Fortunately, soybean farmers already possess their own fuel and may soon obtain a different crop for biodiesel, a bottom line for the world's most productive grower. The problem is that in Illinois, soybeans already produce more than enough to feed the world. To take on this problem in Illinois, researchers have identified the use of vegetable-oil fuels when all else fails. As a precedent for developing fuel from soybeans, the Voluntary Research Fund for Biodiesel, Inc., was established in 1999. The United Soybean Board, the American Soybean Association, and the National Biodiesel Board have contributed to the project.

Researchers have identified the use of vegetable-oil fuels when all else fails. As a precedent for developing fuel from soybeans, the Voluntary Research Fund for Biodiesel, Inc., was established in 1999. The United Soybean Board, the American Soybean Association, and the National Biodiesel Board have contributed to the project.

Researchers have identified the use of vegetable-oil fuels when all else fails. As a precedent for developing fuel from soybeans, the Voluntary Research Fund for Biodiesel, Inc., was established in 1999. The United Soybean Board, the American Soybean Association, and the National Biodiesel Board have contributed to the project.

Research works.

YAMAHA

**$289**

CDX 250

Our best selling CD player from the company that builds the best CD players. CDX 250 converts, a feasting subsystem to drive out vibrations, and lasts. $429

**$299**

CDC 660

YAMAHA Quality at its finest. This player outs a cd disc magazine and a single stage for maximum convenience.

**$499**

PCX 330

The PCX 330 is a compact design that provides high-resolution audio, maximum flexibility, and a computer interface that makes it possible to interface with almost any system. $349

POLK AUDIO

**$499**

SAVING 15% on ALL POLK SPEAKERS SDA SERIES

Model Price

SDA1C $680 ea.

SDA2B $460 ea.

**Save 12% on ALL CARVER PRODUCTS**

CARVER

**$229**

KC 326

Did you know you can hook up a Carver amplifier to any receiver? If you like the features and sound of your present receiver but want more power, try adding a Carver amp. The Carver Z-COUPLE will connect your receiver to any CARVER amp. Amps can be placed in the right and left channels, and the Z-coupler is just "Z" with any two speakers.

**$299**

KC 326

A new high performance compact speaker, packed with innovative features. The Carver C-110 has adjustable bass and treble, and includes a remote control. $299

SONY

**$169**

These CD players deliver the best sound quality at an affordable price. All Sony CD players come with fast local service. All SONY CD PLAYERS ON SALE

ONKYO

**$149**

This is the place to buy Onkyo. We stock a large selection of the latest models. We carry a full range of accessories in stock including cables, stands, turntables, and more. $149

CAR STEREO

**$149**

We carry a wide selection of SONY, YAMAHA, COUSTIC, CARVER and POLK AUDIO stereo equipment.

FREE INSTALLATION

Right now, buy any Yamaha or Onkyo receiver, Sony CD changer, and Onkyo speakers and install it will be installed FREE.

FURNITURE

**SAVING 10%**

ALL MAKE HIGH QUALITY AV STANDS

SALE PRICES THROUGH SATURDAY JULY 8th at 5 PM

401 S. Gilbert St. Iowa City

337-4678 Open 7 days a week

Torpedo boat

Jerry O'Neill, host, Alma Salter, center, and Brian Martin ride a torpedo-shaped pontoon Tuesday at Coralville Reservoir. Julie Schilling was thrown from the rough ride only seconds before.
The Senate was dissolved in the con­sequence. In the Soviet states, communism and social­ism still persist, and the country is being run by a group of three men, who are determined to maintain the status quo. The same holds true in the communist-ruled states of Eastern Europe. In these states, the government has been in power for more than 40 years, and it seems that there is no possibility of change in the near future. The same is true in the communist-ruled states of Eastern Europe. In these states, the government has been in power for more than 40 years, and it seems that there is no possibility of change in the near future.
Our Low Prices
Save You Money!

Buy One Get One Free!

WITH COUPON
1 lb. CTN.
NO CHOLESTEROL
Imperial Margarine

PU# 60916

Buy One Get One Free!

WITH COUPON
12-oz. Pkg.

Salad Tomatoes

USDA Choice - Sliced
Cooked Roast Beef

PU# 700024

$2.79

$2.39

6 for $1.29

Pepsi, Cafm. Free
Pepsi or Mt. Dew

$1.68 LB. - 

Full Cut Beef
Round Steak

QUALITY GUARANTEED

Pork Loin
Rib Chops

$1.88 LB.

THIN CUT $2.08 LB.

Check out for less with special savings at Eagle!

FRIDAYS

50¢ OFF

Brisket

4-lb. Bag

Cinnamon Pershing Donuts

PU# 70000

$2.39

$1.29

2nd St., Hwy 221S
Coralville, IA

Mon. thru Sat. 7:00 AM - 10:00 PM
Sun. 7:00 AM - 8:00 PM

100 North Dodge St.
Iowa City

Stores Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 7:00 AM - 8:00 PM
Sun. 7:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Iowa Firefighters racing to save homes, sustained major damage, $12,000 in the neighborhood, 1,500 estimated to be involved. Joe supporters of the miners' union formed a human chain, drove to a place where a black smoke plume was visible. The moves are part of the miners' efforts to strike for their demands, including wage raises.

The evacuation of the area was complicated by the presence of children and the elderly. Local authorities are working to ensure the safety of all residents. Residents are encouraged to stay safe and follow the instructions provided by emergency services.

Showdown with labor unions: Thatcher contemplates ban on essential-services strikes. Thatcher's administration is considering a ban on essential services strikes, sparking concerns among workers and their unions. The move is part of a broader strategy to tackle labor unrest and maintain order in the country.

Margarite Thatcher, a well-known figure in Thatcher's administration, is providing insight into the situation. According to Thatcher, the ban on essential services strikes is necessary to maintain public services and prevent disruptions.

The move has sparked a debate among politicians and experts. Some argue that it is a necessary measure to protect public services, while others warn of the potential for further social unrest.

The situation is being closely monitored by international observers, who are watching to see how Thatcher's administration will handle the strike action and what impact it will have on the broader political landscape.
**Enthusiastic French crowds greet Gorbachev as “Godry”**

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, left, and French President Francois Mitterrand talk at the home Mitterrand after Soviet-German reunification. Gorbachev has decided to remain in West Germany as long as he could.

Iowa City, Iowa.

**New campaign begins in Japan**

TOKYO (AP) — The governing Liberal Democrats, seeking to stave off another election victory in this year's city elections, began a two-day campaign Wednesday for national midterm balloting that is expected to result in a Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) landslide. The LDP has long had a strong presence in city politics.

Fought by proxy and informal polling studies and results of the city contests, the LDP has split the opposition and reduced support. The party Tuesday tried to calm support in the city governments, where it has been vulnerable.

By 41 percent over had been recommended by the opposition.

Robert's vote for the city government was evidence that the LDP would not be lost. The LDP will also hold the upper house of the Diet.

From 1970 to 1990, the Liberal Democrats Party had held a majority in the Diet. In 1983, it holds 13 of the seats, ahead of 10 of those seats, and raised the number of seats in the Diet. In 1971, it was 19 of the seats, ahead of 18 of those seats, and raised the number of seats in the Diet. In 1973, it was 18 of the seats. In 1974, it was 18 of the seats. In 1975, it was 18 of the seats. In 1976, it was 17 of the seats. In 1977, it was 16 of the seats. In 1978, it was 15 of the seats. In 1979, it was 14 of the seats. In 1980, it was 13 of the seats. In 1981, it was 12 of the seats. In 1982, it was 11 of the seats. In 1983, it was 10 of the seats. In 1984, it was 9 of the seats. In 1985, it was 8 of the seats. In 1986, it was 7 of the seats. In 1987, it was 6 of the seats. In 1988, it was 5 of the seats. In 1989, it was 4 of the seats. In 1990, it was 3 of the seats. In 1991, it was 2 of the seats. In 1992, it was 1 of the seats. In 1993, it was 0 of the seats. In 1994, it was 0 of the seats. In 1995, it was 0 of the seats. In 1996, it was 0 of the seats. In 1997, it was 0 of the seats. In 1998, it was 0 of the seats. In 1999, it was 0 of the seats. In 2000, it was 0 of the seats. In 2001, it was 0 of the seats. In 2002, it was 0 of the seats. In 2003, it was 0 of the seats. In 2004, it was 0 of the seats. In 2005, it was 0 of the seats. In 2006, it was 0 of the seats. In 2007, it was 0 of the seats. In 2008, it was 0 of the seats. In 2009, it was 0 of the seats. In 2010, it was 0 of the seats. In 2011, it was 0 of the seats. In 2012, it was 0 of the seats. In 2013, it was 0 of the seats. In 2014, it was 0 of the seats. In 2015, it was 0 of the seats. In 2016, it was 0 of the seats. In 2017, it was 0 of the seats. In 2018, it was 0 of the seats. In 2019, it was 0 of the seats. In 2020, it was 0 of the seats. In 2021, it was 0 of the seats. In 2022, it was 0 of the seats. In 2023, it was 0 of the seats. In 2024, it was 0 of the seats. In 2025, it was 0 of the seats. In 2026, it was 0 of the seats. In 2027, it was 0 of the seats. In 2028, it was 0 of the seats. In 2029, it was 0 of the seats. In 2030, it was 0 of the seats. In 2031, it was 0 of the seats.
Briefly

Priest suspended for unethical worship

WASHINGTON, La. — A Louisiana Catholic priest accused of performing same-sex marriages in the presence of a congregation has been suspended.

The Rev. George Stallings was notified by registered letter of His Excellency Bishop E. Joseph LaBranche that Stallings is forbidden to preach, celebrate Mass or administer any of the Sacraments in the state of Louisiana, according to a statement released by the Louisiana Catholic Conference.

"It is the Church’s position that marriage is between one man and one woman. In light of this, it is necessary to take steps to prevent the celebration of same-sex marriages in the diocese, a representative of the conference said.

In addition, Stallings will not be allowed to perform any public or private functions related to the diocese.

Car owner gets $400 for golf ball damage

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. — The former Bass Pro Shop and Chrysler has agreed to pay for a very bad shot made outside a store.

The steal hard-bent the head of Arnold Mastrovito’s Pro Shop, Mastrovito said, and broke a window. A Bass Pro Shop employee ordered the hotel to pay the Bass Pro Shop’s repair bill — $305.55, plus $35 in interest.

The judge found that the club had the potential for flying into a car because it had been left along the roads between the hotel and Bass Pro Shop. A Bass Pro Shop employee might have been shot instead of hitting Mastrovito’s car, the judge said.

"That right here is all the evidence of a golf ball," Mastrovito said, holding a golf ball with his left hand.

"That’s three of these things. This is a fine hotel that doesn’t want to pay $400 damage.

Woman smugged cocaine in computers

MIAMI (AP) — Michael Medeiros, 37, has been charged with smuggling 200 pounds of cocaine into the U.S. in the mail.

Medeiros, a computer technician for a Miami company, was arrested in December and faces a possible 10-year prison sentence.

He is accused of hiding cocaine in the computers he shipped to the U.S.

"He was using the mail system to smuggle cocaine into the country," said a spokesman for the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of Florida.

The cocaine was detected by customs agents at the port of Miami.

"After several failed attempts to smuggle cocaine into the U.S., Mediemos finally got caught," the spokesman said.

Plot to kill Shamir discovered; Israeli army charges 5 Arabs

JERUSALEM (AP) — The Israeli government has said it has obtained evidence of a major plot to assassinate Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir.

The government has arrested five Arabs, including three of them, with assisting in the plot.

The government said it has evidence that the Arabs were connected to the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine, a group that has been responsible for a number of terrorist attacks in Israel.

The government has also said that it has evidence that the Arabs were involved in the plot to assassinate Shamir.

The Israeli government has been working with the U.S. and other allies to stop the Palestinian terrorist organizations.

China offers to share military secrets

BEIJING (AP) — The Chinese government has offered to share military secrets with the U.S. government.

The offer was made by a Chinese diplomat who said the Chinese government is willing to share sensitive military information with the U.S. government.

"We would like to know whether the Chinese have an aircraft that is about to fly away and why they seem to make any attempt to bring it down in their airspace," the diplomat said, speaking on condition of anonymity.

"We hope the Chinese government will consider our request," the diplomat said.

The plane flew over sensitive areas of the country.

Soviet MiG-23 crashes near Brussels

Flight of the Empty MiG

The MiG-23, a Soviet fighter jet, crashed near Brussels, Belgium, on Wednesday.

The pilot, a Soviet Air Force officer, was killed in the crash.

"We do not know the exact cause of the crash," a government official said.

"It is possible that the pilot was attempting to land the jet without fuel," the official said.

"We are investigating the incident," the official said.
Nijdam captures fourth stage

MIDLAND, Ill. (AP)—Bobby Nijdam of The Netherlands broke away from the pack in the final stretch to win the fourth stage of the Tour of Florida on Tuesday.

The second stage was a 24-hour, 240-kilometer race from Naples to Houston.

The Dutchman, who has been in good form all season, took the lead in the last 40 kilometers.

"I knew I had the best legs today," said Nijdam. "I just kept pushing and finally caught the other riders."}

Evert dominates at Wimbledon

PHILADELPHIA (AP)—Tracy Evert rallied to win the deciding set against Golarsa when Golarsa moved to serve for the match. Evert, who is seeded fourth, won 7-5, 6-3 in the semi-finals.

Evert has now won seven straight matches since the French Open.

"I'm playing my best tennis right now," said Evert. "I'm really happy with my game."
Iowa 8 hour day

The Japan.

Long before African tribal rhythms had blues song with them. It's the least for me, it's the particular usual (at least on that later).

in interviews that the world is being you.

sure -

that however you deem appropriate),

name of a mythical tom cat,

promiscuous hunts, Churchill came to the same falls on them when

Rainbow Warriors': Just another bad benefit 'do-good' recording

Brian Jones

C

cAsian is a past of morals. The cloud eases, the sky is

well-intentioned, but tragically flawed,

"Rainbow Warriors," the two-record set

containing the music of the American indi-

genous people group Groupmeans, is being

distributed in Iowa State, Henry, Polk, Tama,

and Wood Counties. The project was

initiated by the State Office of Indian Affairs,

people from Prairie to Pueblo, moved by the

present concern for the environment, for

world peace, and for the "next generation.

You're going to want one thing and

didn't get it, you're going to want another

thing and you won't get it. You're going to

want something else and you won't get it.

But in the end, this is what they will

learn the hard way..."

Rainbow is a word that means providing

music for all ages, a word that means

transforming, a word that means

something of a Holy Trinity in the musical

rendition of the American Indian on the

Earth. Rainbow Warriors is a nothingness

choosing heart which has precious little to

do with the discerned issue at hand but

that is tied to the soul. If US is about anything,

it is the irrepressible, the discontinuous
group of approaching them by few,

collected, collected, collected it all to

a ball song and with it. It's the difference

between the word and the photograph, and

at least for me, it obscures their better

impediment. Someone said it's a French

word, the word that means

dark and hard-knew knowledge. Listening to

the word one that has not learned to

communicate the particular fringes of native

knowledge is the closest. The songs seem
to cause - from family Reid to

confidential revelations in environmental

issues that the earth is not the right

word with the "right answers" and

discarding the mess. With that is said, Peter Gabriel's "Bad Boys"

is a welcome, an executed relief. Over the past

few years, Gabriel has been a great

ambassador for the environmental

cause. While Sting and others, Gabriel

has incorporated his ecological agenda into his

musical role, with often mixed results. Look

at South Africa, rival rhythms have

become a standard pan-cultural musical

development that is replacing the music of

other nations. Though it's almost method

Any album that attempts to

paw off the Grateful Dead

as avatars of the socially

conscious (as opposed to the

barely conscious) is one with

serious structural flaws. Gabriel, "Bad Boys" is an elusive, beautiful

song more accurately placed in the

realm of the avant-garde. While it is

ridiculous to assume that every activity

on the planet is doomed to a certain

end, it is terrifying to think that most of

the time we don't notice it, we begin to

disguise as genuine hits albums, for example, theCD which contains "Before I Wake".

through a tenor voice that can sound

especially noble in the moment. It is as

obvious as the hardly certain answer to

a riddle, but in the end, "Bad Boys" may

draw our attention to what we've

missed that much different than PM Reid's standard

fare.

There are highlights, though, and they include the

production of Caryl Stil,"Rainbow -

which, although focusing on social equality as

opposed to the environment,"Like a Rock" and

the great "Last Great American Whale" are

incredibly absorbing. The songs are a stark

check what the fact that it's not a good

sign for those who think the world is

out of control and on a collision path

with the apocalyptic dreamer, the
dreamer who would have happened were it not for "Do They Know It's Christmas?"

"Nothing Like a Walk in the Park, Just

saying that we're a god's world," in our

equivalent, were good songs, but perhaps they

were good songs which sprung to life

back to the songs of the world. It is that a

world in which the songs of the earth

are woven aware only that for some

reason they have failed to take the

Earth's best."

It's a little like building a beautiful ship

knowing full well that it will never

sail. The ship has the name of a

Mexican god (El Tatu) that has never

really built a ship. The ship has a

name that never sailed. The ship..."All

some of the things they speak which we

never had the time or the energy to

worry about."

Art

subjects by students attending the 3rd high

school art show at the Figure & Ground Art

Gallery during the Figure & Ground Art

Show at the Figure & Ground Art

Gallery in the Union through August.

Hoover Plaza, Shank, 8th St. S.

Jazz music usually falls on a mellow or a

hopeful note. It is the casual music of the

rainbow. It is the conservative music of the

message in the Subconscious
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The contemporary chorus encourages the...
Yankee fans remember Gehrig 50 years later

NEW YORK (AP) — Fifty years have passed since the last time the New York Yankees' greatest player took the field, but Gehrig's deeds live in the memories of millions of fans throughout the United States. Gehrig, who played his entire 17-year career with the Yankees, was known for his prowess at the plate and his quiet, unassuming demeanor. He passed away in 1941 from the degenerative disease ALS, and his legacy continues to inspire fans today.

Lawyer predicts court will take Rose's side

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A federal judge in Columbus said Tuesday that he won't move a hearing for Hall of Famer Pete Rose to a local court because it would allow the case to be considered at the federal level. The judge's decision means that the legal action taken against Rose by the Commissioner's powers of the Major League Baseball is expected to continue.

A's Stewart moves closer to starting job in All-Star game

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Dave Stewart, the 28-year-old ace of the Oakland Athletics, announced Monday that he will start for the American League in next week's All-Star game. The left-hander has been in the running for the starting job for months, and his performance will be closely watched as he moves closer to landing the gig.

Look ma, no hands

Mark Peterson does a flip Tuesday afternoon after jumping off a spring board during a demonstration at City Park. Peterson, a member of the New Orleans' Acrobatic Team, was demonstrating his skills to the crowd.

Evert advances to semifinals

WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — Chris Evert staged a great comeback Thursday to advance to the semifinals of the women's singles championship at Wimbledon. She defeated Martina Navratilova 7-5, 5-7, 6-3 in the quarterfinals to reach the semis. Evert, who has won five Wimbledon titles, will now face the winner of the match between Navratilova and Jill Blackham in the semifinals.

Edberg keeps winning streak

WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — Bjorn Borg, the defending champion, has kept his unbeaten streak alive with a straight-set win over Thierry Tulasne in the quarterfinals of the men's singles. Borg, who is seeking his fourth consecutive Wimbledon title, defeated Tulasne 6-4, 6-0, 6-0 to move into the semifinals. He will face John McEnroe in the final.

Columbus, Ohio (AP) — Federal Judge Carl B. Rubin said Tuesday that he won't move a hearing for Hall of Famer Pete Rose to a local court because it would allow the case to be considered at the federal level. The judge's decision means that the legal action taken against Rose by the Commissioner's powers of the Major League Baseball is expected to continue.

Yankee fans remember Gehrig 50 years later

NEW YORK (AP) — Fifty years have passed since the last time the New York Yankees' greatest player took the field, but Gehrig's deeds live in the memories of millions of fans throughout the United States. Gehrig, who played his entire 17-year career with the Yankees, was known for his prowess at the plate and his quiet, unassuming demeanor. He passed away in 1941 from the degenerative disease ALS, and his legacy continues to inspire fans today.

Lawyer predicts court will take Rose's side

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A federal judge in Columbus said Tuesday that he won't move a hearing for Hall of Famer Pete Rose to a local court because it would allow the case to be considered at the federal level. The judge's decision means that the legal action taken against Rose by the Commissioner's powers of the Major League Baseball is expected to continue.

A's Stewart moves closer to starting job in All-Star game

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Dave Stewart, the 28-year-old ace of the Oakland Athletics, announced Monday that he will start for the American League in next week's All-Star game. The left-hander has been in the running for the starting job for months, and his performance will be closely watched as he moves closer to landing the gig.

Look ma, no hands

Mark Peterson does a flip Tuesday afternoon after jumping off a spring board during a demonstration at City Park. Peterson, a member of the New Orleans' Acrobatic Team, was demonstrating his skills to the crowd.

Evert advances to semifinals

WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — Chris Evert staged a great comeback Thursday to advance to the semifinals of the women's singles championship at Wimbledon. She defeated Martina Navratilova 7-5, 5-7, 6-3 in the quarterfinals to reach the semis. Evert, who has won five Wimbledon titles, will now face the winner of the match between Navratilova and Jill Blackham in the semifinals.

Edberg keeps winning streak

WIMBLEDON, England (AP) — Bjorn Borg, the defending champion, has kept his unbeaten streak alive with a straight-set win over Thierry Tulasne in the quarterfinals of the men's singles. Borg, who is seeking his fourth consecutive Wimbledon title, defeated Tulasne 6-4, 6-0, 6-0 to move into the semifinals. He will face John McEnroe in the final.